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Displaying the Character of Christ—     

An Exposition of Rom. 12:9-21, #3 

 

“Our Love Must be Filled  

with Family Affection” 

(Rom. 12:10a) 

--CEFC 5/19/19 

___________________ 

 

What do you think of when you hear the word “church”? 

 

Many people, I’m sure, immediately think of a building— 

 A church is where we go on Sunday morning— 

     it’s a place where we worship God. 

 

There is some biblical suggestion for this conception of a church 

          because does Paul compares the church to a temple. 

But, of course, when he does that, 

  Paul is not referring to a literal building at all, 

      but to the gathered people of God. 

 In Christ Jesus as the chief cornerstone, Paul says, 

   we, as God’s people, “are being built together to become a dwelling 

             in which God lives by his Spirit.”  

 “In Christ the whole building is joined together  

   and rises to become a holy temple in the Lord” (Eph. 2:21-22). 

 

So we as a church gather as if in a temple to be inspired, you might say— 
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          to experience something of the presence of God. 

    The church is about worship./ 

 

But there are other ways the Bible speaks of the church. 

   The church is also compared to a human body— 

  a body with various parts with different functions— 

       hands, feet, mouth, ears, nose. 

   Each member has an important role to play for the well-being of the whole,  

              so that the body can grow and mature. 

 

So we can think of the church as a community in which we help one another  

                    to grow up as believers. 

 We each have roles to play in each other’s lives 

  to serve the body so that together we reach unity and maturity in Christ. 

The church is about growing up. 

_________ 

 

Another image we find is that of the church as a bride— 

       the bride of Christ. 

   Paul says of the Corinthian Christians, 

  “I promised you to one husband, to Christ,  

         so that I might present you as a pure virgin to him” (2 Cor. 11:2). 

 John’s picture of the new heaven and the new earth 

    includes the coming of the people of God, 

  “prepared as a bride beautifully dressed for her husband” (Rev. 21:2). 

  

As the bride of Christ, 
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  the church is loved and adorned—made beautiful for her husband. 

 

So the church exists to sanctify us— 

   to make us better people—more beautiful, more holy—  

                 so that we will be pleasing to our Lord. 

_________ 

 

The church as a temple in which we are inspired and worship,  

 or as a body in which we grow up and mature,  

   or as a bride who is being beautified— 

 but there’s one more image that is more prominent that all of these— 

     It is the image of the church as a family— 

         the household of God. 

The church is a community in which we love one another  

        as members of a family. 

 

It’s easy to see how this makes sense— 

 If, through our faith in Jesus, the Son of God, 

       God becomes our Father, 

  then everyone else who shares that faith, 

      who also knows God as Father, 

     quite logically becomes our brother and sister. 

After all, the prayer Jesus taught us to pray, begins with “Our Father.” 

 

And this creation of a new family seems part of Jesus’ intention from the beginning. 

 

In Mark 3, “When they told Jesus, 
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   “Your mother and brothers are outside looking for you.”  

 Jesus responds: “Who are my mother and my brothers?”  

  Then he looked at those seated in a circle around him and said, 

       “Here are my mother and my brothers! 

 Whoever does God’s will is my brother and sister and mother.” (Mk. 3:32-35). 

Jesus was creating a new family around himself. 

 

And when Peter says to Jesus, 

  “We have left everything to follow you!” 

 Jesus replied, “Truly I tell you, no one who has left home or brothers or sisters 

    or mother or father or children or fields for me and the gospel 

  will fail to receive a hundred times as much in this present age:  

   homes, brothers, sisters, mothers, children and fields— 

        along with persecutions— 

     and in the age to come eternal life” (Mk. 10:28-30). 

 

When we leave everything to follow Jesus, 

 we will receive new brothers and sisters and mothers and children 

           in a new family. 

 

   By one count, “brother” (adelphos) as a term for fellow Christians  

     (which can include sisters as well) 

                             is used by Paul 139 times. 

 It is so common in the New Testament 

    that we slide right over it, and don’t appreciate its significance. 

 

We tend to use the terms “brother” and “sister” rather casually— 
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 we speak of sorority “sisters” and fraternity “brothers.” 

  or a football team or even our golf buddies as a “band of brothers.” 

 

But in the Greek culture of Paul’s day,  

 a man’s relationship with his biological brothers 

   was his primary social connection 

     and constituted his highest loyalty— 

           superseding even that with his wife.1 

  To call someone a “brother” was serious stuff! 

 Yet that’s how Christians viewed one another. 

No wonder Paul can close his letters with the admonition,  

      “Greet one another with a holy kiss.”2  

   That reflects the intimacy of family relationships. 

 

Paul’s letters are filled with family language-- 

  Paul says of elders 

  that they must manage their own households well, 

  for how else could they “manage the household of God”? (1 Tim. 3:4). 

 And Paul urges Timothy to treat other Christians in Ephesus 

        as members of a family-- 

     "Do not rebuke an older man harshly,  

    but exhort him as if he were your father.  

 Treat younger men as brothers,    

  older women as mothers,  

   and younger women as sisters, with absolute purity" (1 Tim. 5:1,2). 

                                                 
1 On this, see Joe Hellerman, When the Church Was Family. 

2 Rom. 16:16; 1 Cor. 16:20; 2 Cor. 13:12; also 1Pet. 5:14. 
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And Paul talks about the church bearing the family responsibility of caring for widows   

        in those cases where those widows 

     have no biological family to support them (1 Tim. 5). 

 

The church as a family— 

 that’s background for understanding Paul’s encouragement to us this morning 

   from our passage in Romans 12—beginning in v. 9-- 

 “Love must be sincere.  

  Hate what is evil; cling to what is good.” 

   And then he says in v. 10, 

     “Be devoted to one another in brotherly love.” 

I like the ESV translation here-- “Love one another with brotherly affection.” 

 

We’ve talked about the different words for love in the Greek language, 

     and the ones used in this verse are significant. 

Paul doesn’t use that word aÓga¿ph here; 

   instead he uses two of the other words we’ve talked about. 

The first, filadelfiva, is a word that should be familiar to us— 

  from which comes the city name and its nickname-- 

     Philadelphia is the city of “brotherly love.” 

 filadelfiva is the family love of siblings—a fraternal love. 

 

And the second word for love, which the NIV translates as “be devoted,” 

                    is filovstorgoß,  

   which is typically used of the natural affection 

     of a father or mother for a child—it is a parental love. 
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This is family language—and it is to be expressed “to one another,” Paul says— 

  that is, this is the love that is be expressed and experienced  

        within the family of the church./ 

 

  Fraternal and parental loves are what you could call “natural” loves. 

     They are built into us instinctively, so to speak.  

We naturally care for the members of our biological family— 

    most of the time, whether we express it very well or not. 

 Paul is saying that we are now to have that same attachment  

     to our fellow followers of Jesus 

        in this new community, 

          this new family, of faith. 

We are to “Be devoted to one another in brotherly love.” 

Our Christian fellowship is to be characterized by fraternal and parental love. 

    We are to treat one another as loving members of a family. 

_____________________ 

 

The image of the church as a family. 

 

There are a number of implications of this understanding of a church— 

 

If the church is like a family 

 that should say something about its composition— 

as much as possible it is to reflect a generational diversity. 

 A family has young and old-- 

  it has children,  
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it has grandparents  

     and it has aunts and uncles of all ages-- 

          all of whom contribute to the make-up of that extended family. 

  

In our mobile American culture this family dimension is especially important. 

 Most of us have moved away from the places we grew up. 

   Most of us are without our biological extended families. 

     But in the household of God  

 we have new mothers and fathers and sisters and brothers-- 

    and our children have new aunts and uncles and cousins and grandparents. 

 The church becomes that village, that moral community,  

    that helps to shape our lives and the lives of our children. 

 We committed ourselves to that responsibility already this morning.3 

 

So we should work to hold young and old together as best we can, 

      valuing generational diversity. 

 As you all know, in this culture, that's a great challenge, 

         but I think it's a biblical imperative if we understand what the church is to be. 

___________ 

 

And the church as a family has implications for the way we structure 

         the leadership of our church, 

    reflecting something of the structure Paul outlines for the home elsewhere. 

 

In our church, we speak of the elders as men having a fatherly role, 

                                           with the primary leadership function. 

                                                 
3 In a child dedication. 
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 And we have instituted a distinctly motherly role in our church— 

        our Titus Two Team— 

         consisting of five mature, godly women, appointed by the elders, 

   to assist the elders in their pastoral care, especially of women. 

This reinforces this model of the church as a family, 

   with significant and distinctive roles for husbands and wives,  

              fathers and mothers. 

__________ 

 

And the church as God's household, God's family, 

  has important implications for the foundational values of a church. 

      

Unlike a business enterprise or even a para-church organization, 

  the success of a family can't be measured by numbers on a spread sheet. 

  

A family is a place of refuge and encouragement and discipline; 

        it is a place of education and instruction and nurture; 

            it is a web of relationships of love,  

      working themselves out, 

                      as together we grow up and mature 

     becoming more like God our Father  

      and Jesus Christ our elder brother. 

 And it is out of this family that we live out our various vocations in the world. 

 

A family may also have a mission, 

 but again, unlike a business, it can't exclude those  

      who can't do much to contribute to that mission. 
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As Robert Frost once described it, 

 "A family, a home, is a place where, if you have to go there, 

         they have to take you in." 

 

  That's not true of a business or a para-church organization, 

  so they can be much more efficient in what they do than a church, 

              and they can make the church look bad. 

 But if the church is like a family, 

    efficiency cannot be our highest value. 

 You're not valued in the church  

   by how much you can contribute to the mission,  

    but by how much you are loved by our heavenly Father. 

An underachieving child isn't kicked out of the family. 

 In fact, sometimes a troubled or unhealthy child-- 

  the child who "produces" very little-- 

   that child is the very one who receives the most love and attention. 

 

That's why I've always thought that a healthy church 

     attracts a lot of unhealthy people-- 

     odd people, socially awkward people, needy people. 

        The church is one of the few places 

     where those people will be taken in 

       and find acceptance and love, 

         reflecting the love and acceptance of God in the gospel. 

In the church, we recognize that we are all broken in many ways, 

  but we are accepted in the family just as we are, 

   even as we are nurtured in this family 
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     with the saving and sanctifying power of the gospel 

       to become the people God wants us to be. 

____________ 

 

You see, the church is not an event, 

   and the church is not a place.  

I don’t like the question, “What church do you go to?” 

      A church is not something you “go to.” 

 What would you think of asking, 

     “What family do you go to?” 

      That’s treating a family like a place you go to have dinner.  

A church is not a place you go to, 

  it is a family you are a part of, 

    it is a family you participate in, 

      it’s a family you belong to. 

   And you belong because of what Christ has done on your behalf. 

  You are born again into his family by the work of his Spirit 

     uniting you to Christ in his death and resurrection. 

____________ 

 

The model of the church as a family has all sorts of implications, 

 but in our text this morning Paul is emphasizing its supreme implication 

    for the way members of the church are to relate to one another. 

We are to treat one another as loving members of a family— 

   We are to be “devoted to one another in brotherly love.” 

 

If we are to be devoted to one another in this way, 
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 we need first to appreciate this binding relationship we have with one another. 

As followers of Jesus, we have a kinship connection,  

      a literal blood bond, 

         through our common participation in the saving blood of Jesus Christ. 

 

First and foremost, it is our connection with Christ  

      that connects us to one another. 

 There may be other connections— 

  Some of us may be neighbors living on the same street, 

   we may have common interests— 

    maybe we share an interest in sports or gardening or politics. 

 Maybe we have a similar educational background 

     or like the same kinds of books, 

       or have kids the same age— 

           whatever. 

But those are all secondary— 

 our primary connection is that we share the same Father— 

        our Father in heaven. 

 

Pete Hill has been telling me the interesting experience he has had 

 in discovering a connection he has with a woman in Florida. 

  She is his half-sister—one he didn’t know he had until very recently. 

   That biological connection immediately 

     changed the way he thought about that woman. 

 

Shouldn’t the realization that we are united by the one Spirit 

    into one family having our one Father in heaven 
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            change the way we think about each other? 

 

Think about it— 

  your connection to Christ is the most important thing about you— 

         It is more important than whether you are married or single. 

 It is more important than whether you are  

   a white man from South Carolina 

       or black woman from South Sudan. 

  And it is more important than whether in the last election 

       you voted for Trump or for Clinton. 

 

       You can choose your friends, 

   but you are stuck with your family. 

      And in Christ we are family. 

           There is an eternal bond that connects us, whether we realize it or not. 

 

Do you believe that? 

 

If we are to be devoted to one another in brotherly love 

    we need to appreciate what God has done to put us together. 

Paul says he has broken down “the barrier, the dividing wall of hostility, 

                      that separated us” (Eph. 2:14). 

 Here Paul is using the image of that wall in the temple in Jerusalem 

        that separated Jews from Gentiles. 

 

That Jew-Gentile hostility was the great social divide in the New Testament world— 

  but, Paul says, Christ by his blood shed on the cross 
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    destroyed that barrier, reconciling Jew and Gentile, 

                                                                        making peace. 

 “For through [Christ] we both have access to the Father by one Spirit” (2:18). 

 

If he can destroy that barrier,  

   he can destroy any social or political  

     or ethnic or economic barrier that may divide us. 

 

The gospel, by its power to reconcile diverse peoples in Christ, 

      creates a new community, a new family, 

     

  And the more our fellowship in this new family 

  is not about our common socio-economic or ethnic or political interests, 

     but solely about our common relationship with Christ, 

 the more our church will bring glory to God and display the gospel, 

  and in Paul’s words, 

     set forth ”the manifold wisdom of God      

          to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms” (3:10). 

 

This is what Jesus prayed on the night before his death— 

 “May all those who believe in me be one, Father, . . .  

        as we are one— 

  I in them and you in me—so that they may be brought to complete unity. 

 Then the world will know that you sent me 

    and have loved them even as you have loved me” (John 17:21-23). 

 

It is amazing to think that our unity in love is the great apologetic,  
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   the supreme evidence to the world of the truth of who Jesus is. 

__________ 

 

So if we have this connection with one another, 

    we also have an obligation to one another. 

Isn’t it true— 

 being family comes with responsibilities. 

 

Last week was Mothers’ Day. 

 As Susan and I were driving on Sunday, 

     I suggested that she call our youngest son Cason. 

  “O no,” she said, “I can’t call him.  

       It’s Mothers’ Day—he has to call me!” 

           That is a family obligation! 

 

I remember before Susan and I came to Annandale, 

 there was a chance we would end up in a church in Tampa 

        where we grew up. 

And one of the challenges of that would be managing 

    the conflicting family responsibilities of our church family 

          and our biological family. 

 

Susan’s family had a big birthday celebration about every month 

          for some family member, 

       and everyone was expected to be there. 

  How could we fit all those parties into my schedule as a pastor? 
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Families ties also bind, 

  they necessarily come with strings attached. 

   It’s a fact, being family comes with obligations to one another. 

 

When you get into trouble—where do you go first?  

        to your family. 

 That’s because we rightly feel an obligation to help a fellow family member. 

 

So in the church, we are to care for one another as members of the same family. 

 

We should be concerned for each other’s welfare— 

   even in confronting each other when we fall into sin. 

Gal. 6:1-2—"Brothers and sisters, if someone is caught in a sin,  

   you who live by the Spirit should restore that person gently.  

     But watch yourselves, or you also may be tempted.  

 Carry each other’s burdens,  

   and in this way you will fulfill the law of Christ.” 

 

Looking out for each other’s welfare— 

  even in confronting each other when you get off the narrow path. 

And carrying each other’s burdens— 

  These are family responsibilities. 

This is what it means to be a member of a church family. 

 

In a family, parents have a responsibility to care for their children— 

 Paul writes, “Anyone who does not provide for their relatives,  

      and especially for their own household,  
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  has denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever” (1Tim. 5:8). 

 

But sometimes that doesn’t happen. 

 The church we partner with in Nimule, South Sudan, 

    had to assume responsibility for children 

     who didn’t have family members to provide for them. 

  And the Fulaa organization we created has come alongside that church 

       to help them in that responsibility. 

  We have helped them create a children’s home 

       in conjunction with their church. 

    That’s being a family. 

 

And also in a family,  

  children have a responsibility to care for their aging parents. 

Paul reflects this in what I mentioned before regarding the care of widows— 

 1 Tim 5—"if a widow has children or grandchildren,  

 these should learn first of all to put their religion into practice  

       by caring for their own family 

      and so repaying their parents and grandparents, for this is pleasing to God” (v. 4) 

1Tim. 5:16—"If any woman who is a believer has widows in her care, 

   she should continue to help them  

   and not let the church be burdened with them, 

   so that the church can help those widows who are really in need.” 

 

Widows without family to care for them  

    become a responsibility of the church family. 
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We have some older folks in our church without the help of family, 

     and we have that responsibility to help them. 

 And I am encouraged as I see people in our church 

        helping them in very tangible ways./ 

 

Look around and you will see family members who may need your help. 

 We have a benevolent fund under the oversight of the pastors and elders— 

               dispersed to those in need. 

Be aware that we make appeals for contributions to that fund from time to time. 

 It’s a family responsibility.    

 

 “Therefore, as we have opportunity,  

     let us do good to all people,  

  especially to those who belong to the family of believers” (Gal. 6:10). 

____________ 

 

But I would be doing a grave disservice 

  if I talked about our family life together 

      only in terms of obligations and responsibilities. 

        That’s certainly not the way most of us think of our biological families. 

 

No, being a family is not just a matter of sharing our stuff with one another; 

         it’s much more about sharing our hearts with one another. 

 

Listen to the way Paul shares his heart with the Christians of Thessalonica— 

 “Just as a nursing mother cares for her children, 

       so we cared for you.  
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 Because we loved you so much,  

  we were delighted to share with you not only the gospel of God 

         but our lives as well” (1Th. 2:7-8). 

Or to the Philippians— 

 “Therefore, my brothers and sisters,  

     you whom I love and long for,  

         my joy and crown,  

    stand firm in the Lord in this way, dear friends!” (Phil. 4:1). 

 

These are deep family affections. 

 

Isn’t this what we want to see—and what we ought to see— 

       in the context of our church family. 

Paul saw it among the Thessalonian Christians-- 

1Th. 4:9 “Now about your love for one another we do not need to write to you, 

   for you yourselves have been taught by God to love each other. 

  And in fact, you do love all of God’s family throughout Macedonia.  

  Yet we urge you, brothers and sisters, to do so more and more” (1 Thess. 4:9-10). 

 

Love one another—and "do so more and more” 

 this love is to be the distinguishing mark of the Christian. 

Jesus said, “By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, 

        if you love one another” (John 13:35). 

_________ 

 

So how do we stir up and stimulate this family affection within our church family? 
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Well, how do wise parents try to do it in their home? 

 

One way is to insist that the family shares meals together, especially dinner. 

 With our busy schedules that can be a struggle sometimes, 

  but family meals are one of the single most important things 

      you can do at home to encourage family relationships. 

It is a regular time to talk and interact and catch up with each other, 

     to share stories and enter into each other’s lives. 

 

We need that kind of relational time in the church, too. 

  We gather on Sundays— 

   we can touch base and chat a bit then. 

Sharing Sunday lunch with church members is a great way to grow in relationships— 

    either in a restaurant, or, even better, in a home. 

   Let me encourage you to do it. 

 It helps, too, if you are in a Sunday School class 

       seeing the same people every week. 

  It helps even more if you can gather regularly 

      in a community group during the week— 

   and even share a meal and talk and pray with each other. 

 

These are ways we can foster family affection for one another. 

_______ 

 

Families also deepen relationships of love 

  by celebrating together—birthdays and anniversaries and graduations. 

     And as a church we celebrate those great events that unite us— 
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    Christmas and Easter— 

   and even the birth of children and weddings and graduations. 

  And we share traditions and rituals and songs that bind us together. 

 

Strong families also serve together in family projects, 

  or they may share a vacation  

    or an adventure-- like camping! 

      (I may have heard a groan from some of you!). 

So we as a church have service projects— 

  like the recent women’s project for the women of South Sudan, 

    or events serving international students. 

  Or I think of the adventure of our bi-annual all-church retreat— 

    where we go away to enjoy each other’s company 

      and do a lot of laughing together. 

 

And close families also share each other’s victories and share each other’s sorrows. 

  We are in life together. 

                          We’ll talk more about that in a few weeks. 

 

And loving families have rules—they maintain codes of conduct— 

  Parents say, “We don’t talk to each other like that in this house!” 

   or “You can’t treat your brother like that around here.” 

     or “We don’t do that in this family.” 

 

These codes curb our fallen nature and maintain a tone of civility. 

  And in the church I trust we have standards 

       of what is acceptable behavior among us. 
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   We are not to be rude or disrespectful; 

  we are to be gracious and patient with one another, 

    we are to seek to live in ways that bring honor to our God. 

 

And finally, loving families emphasize grace. 

 In a loving family you are not loved on the basis of your accomplishments 

                       but on the basis of your birth. 

   You are loved simply because you are a son or a daughter. 

     

So in the church family— 

  we have been born of God— 

   through the saving work of Christ and by the power of the Spirit, 

       he has made us his child— 

    and so we are brothers and sisters of one another.  

 That is true on the basis of God’s grace,  

      not our achievements. 

 “Accept one another, then, 

   just as Christ accepted you,” Paul says, 

      “in order to bring praise to God” (Rom. 15:7). 

 

It is the truth of the gospel that creates the church, 

  and it is the grace of the gospel that sustains it in love. 

To live as the family of God  

  we must be full of the grace of God toward one another. 

________ 

 

Living together in love in any family can be hard— 
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 I would imagine that has been the experience of some of you. 

  Family life, either in the family you grew up in, 

    on the one you now inhabit—is not what it’s supposed to be. 

Instead of family affection, 

 all you think of are harsh words, and resentments,  

   sibling rivalries, animosity, and maybe even abuse. 

But the point is, you know that’s not the way it’s supposed to be. 

 It is not natural for parents to abuse their children— 

     that’s why it is seen as such a horrible crime. 

 Brothers and sisters are not supposed to hate each other and fight all the time. 

    

So even a bad family experience can point you to what a family ought to be. 

And that’s why Paul can use these natural terms for love 

   to point us to what God wants our church family to be— 

      an expression of his love— 

     one in which we are “devoted to one another in brotherly love.” 

 

And when I see that happen,  

   and I do more than you realize, 

      it is a beautiful thing. 

That’s why I believe that to be a Christian is to be a part of a wonderful family. 

________ 

 

But as we close I need to say that 

  creating this wonderful church family does have one problem. 

 

We can say, “I love my church family, 
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    and I like it just the way it is.” 

 “I don’t want our church to get any bigger. 

     Why do we need any new people?” 

 

We can feel that way about our biological family, too. 

 Some kids resent the announcement 

     that there’s going to an addition to the family.  

          They are afraid they’ll get less attention and get neglected. 

 

I know that many parents with one child, or maybe two,  

               look at those parents with five, six, or even ten children, 

    and they think, 

  “I’ve got my hands full already. 

    I couldn’t cope with any more kids. 

       How in the world do they it?” 

 

Well, let me tell you how this works— 

 Once you get past two or three kids, the dynamics of a family change. 

   The children get more and more interaction with their siblings  

                  and less directly with their parents. 

 Which means that the load on the parents can actually be diminished, 

    because the kids can amuse one another, 

     and the older kids can take care of the younger ones. 

  

And the amount of love a child can experience in the family 

         can actually increase— 

               as there is more love to go around. 
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In those larger families, kids are not just parented; 

      they are familied. 

     

So in a church family. 

     Once a church gets over, say 40 or 50 people, 

  it’s not all about the members’ connection to the pastor or elders, 

         but to each other—as siblings, brothers and sisters, in the family. 

  We disciple each other, 

   as together we express Christ, 

    and grow up into maturity, 

     and love one another. 

     

So we shouldn’t fear growth in a church family. 

 

We are to create a home, but always an “open” home— 

    Always welcoming New Family Members! 

 

For that expresses the love of God in the gospel— 

  for in the gospel God welcomes us into his family  

   and then he uses the family of the church as a vehicle 

     to welcome new members into that family. 

The church family is to be a compelling community, 

   drawing people to the One who unites us in his love. 

________ 

 

The church as a family— 

             as the family of God 
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People who say, "I can be a Christian without being a part of a church"— 

       they are missing the whole point. 

You might as well say I can be born without being a part of a family— 

Yea, I suppose so, but who would want to? 

 

Being a part of a church is part of what it means to be a Christian. 

 Like marriage, living as a Christian is something that can't be done alone. 

It's what the church is-- 

  the family, the household, of God. 

 

And in our crazy culture, with its tremendous sense of homelessness-- 

        both socially and existentially, 

  I can think of no more powerful attraction than to find one's home 

                                            in the family of God. 

May we be that kind of gospel home— 

 as we are devoted to one another in brotherly love. 

______________________ 

 

Prayer— 

 

 

____________________ 

 

Closing Song: Grace Alone 

 

Benediction: 
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1Th. 3:12 May the Lord make your love increase 

   and overflow for each other and for everyone else, 

         through Christ our Lord. Amen 

______________________________ 
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Displaying the Character of Christ— 

An Exposition of Rom. 12:9-21, #3 

May 19, 2019 

“Our Love Must be Filled  

with Family Affection” 

(Rom. 12:10a) 

 

 There are various biblical metaphors used to describe the church—it is like a temple or a body 

or a bride. But perhaps the most frequent image is that of a family. Paul’s encouragement to love in 

our text this morning assumes that we are a family, and he urges use to act accordingly. 

 

 

I. The Church as a New Family— 

 

 A. Its Composition 

 

 B. Its Leadership 

 

 C. Its Values 

 

 

 

II. Family Relationships within the Church— 

 

 A. Our Connection 

 

 B. Our Obligation 
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 C. Our Affection 

 

 

 

To Be a Christian is to be a part of a wonderful Family. 

 

 

We are to create a Home, but an “Open” Home— 

  Always welcoming New Family Members! 
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Sermon Response: 

 

“Our Love Must be Filled  

with Family Affection” 

(Rom. 12:10a) 

 

•What aspects of love do you most appreciate about your experience in your biological 

family? 

 

•Why should we think of the church like a family? 

 

•What are some of the values of a family that ought to be true of a church? 

 

•What obligations come with being family members? 

 

•How can we grow in our family affection for one another? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


